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A scheme for transferring classical information over a lossy bosonic channel is proposed by general-
izing the proposal presented in Phys. Rev. Lett. 106, 240502 (2011) by Guha. It employs codewords
formed by products of coherent states of fixed mean photon number with multiple phases which,
through a passive unitary transformation, reduce to a Pulse-Position Modulation code with multiple
pulse phases. The maximum information rate achievable with optimal, yet difficult to implement,
detection schemes is computed and shown to saturate the classical capacity of the channel in the low
energy regime. An easy to implement receiver based on a conditional Dolinar detection scheme is
also proposed finding that, while suboptimal, it allows for improvements in an intermediate photon-
number regime with respect to previous proposals.
I. INTRODUCTION
The field of optical communications is one where Quan-
tum Information may have its first promising applica-
tions, thanks to its somewhat easier technological re-
quirements than, for example, computation. Several
theoretical works in the past have produced the ulti-
mate bound on the transmission of classical information
through a quantum channel, i.e., the classical-quantum
capacity, and demonstrated its achievability [1–15]; in
particular, recently it has been shown that the classical-
quantum capacity for gaussian channels, which are used
to model the most common communication media, is
achieved by a gaussian encoding [16–18]. Nevertheless
there is still much work going on to achieve that capacity
in practice [19–23]. This is mainly due to the fact that op-
timal decoding strategies involve joint measurements on
long codewords of quantum states [10–14, 24–27], which
are difficult to implement with gaussian operations and
photodetectors.
A recent proposal by Guha [28], which we call the
Hadamard receiver, points in this direction, represent-
ing one of the first structured joint-detection receivers
for optical communications, realizable in principle with
current technology [29]. This detection scheme relies on
building a codebook (Hadamard code in the following)
of n separable codewords of length n from the binary
coherent alphabet |±α〉 and transforming them at the
receiver by a passive unitary gate Uˆ
(n)
Had represented by a
Hadamard matrix [30]. The output is a Pulse-Position-
Modulation (PPM) code, which is easily read out by em-
ploying single-mode quantum state discrimination tech-
niques, e.g., photodetection. In the low-energy regime
the scheme surpasses the information rate obtained by
separable detection techniques, jointly reading out larger
and larger codewords as the energy gets lower. Further
improvements can also be gained [31] by adding a second
copy of the original Hadamard codebook obtained from
the latter by simply flipping the sign of the amplitudes
of all the coherent states that form its codewords: the
new vectors behave properly under the Hadamard trans-
formation Uˆ
(n)
Had, producing two (phase-shifted) copies of
the initial PPM code which can be still read out by
means of an adaptive Dolinar receiver [32–38]. Build-
ing up from these observations here we analyse in de-
tail the case of a codebook formed by M phase-shifted
copies of the Hadamard code (the case M = 2 corre-
sponding to the model discussed in Ref. [31]): we call
this a Phase-Shift-Keying (PSK) Hadamard code of order
M . First, by exploiting the symmetries of the problem,
we compute the optimal information rate of this code,
evaluating its associated Holevo information. We show
that, for all choices of the number of phase modulations
M ≥ 2 and of the codewords’ length n, the optimal rate
saturates the classical capacity of the channel [1] in the
low-energy region. Accordingly in such regime the PSK
Hadamard codes are optimal and any sub-performance
resulting from their use is only a consequence of a lack of
efficiency at the detection stage. Next we compute the
rates attainable when detecting PSK Hadamard codes
with a modification of the Hadamard receiver of Ref. [31],
which we dub PSK Hadamard receiver. It relies on the
discrimination of multiple symmetric coherent states of
fixed intensity [39–47], applied to the PPM vectors that
emerge from the Hadamard transformation Uˆ
(n)
Had, oper-
ating on the transmitted elements of the PSK Hadamard
code. The rate attainable by means of this technique sat-
urates the optimal rate of the code at high energy, but
it levels off at a plateau at low energy. Comparing the
results obtained for different values of M we observe also
that, while in the regime of low photon numbers M = 2
appears to be the best choice, the use of more than two
phases yields better performances in a crossover energy
region where separable techniques start to perform worse
than the one described in Refs. [28, 31] (the relative im-
provement being up to 6% with respect to the M = 2
case).
The manuscript is organized as follows: in Sec. II we
introduce the formal definition of the PSK Hadamard
code and its properties. Then in Sec. III we compute
its associated optimal rate. The performances attainable
by means of the PSK Hadamard receiver are presented
instead in Sec. IV. The paper ends with Sec. V, where
we discuss our results and draw some conclusions.
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2II. PSK HADAMARD CODES
Here we formalize the Hadamard code proposed in
Ref. [28] and its M -phase generalization. Suppose we
want to transfer classical information through n modes
of the electromagnetic field, or n distinct temporal pulses
on a single field mode, traveling through a communica-
tion medium, e.g., an optical fiber or free space [48]. The
transmission line can be approximately represented by a
phase-insensitive lossy bosonic channel of loss η, which
transforms the single-mode bosonic annihilation opera-
tor aˆ of the field as aˆ
′
=
√
η aˆ +
√
1− η eˆ, with eˆ the
annihilation operator of the channel environment which
is assumed to be in its vacuum state. It is well known [49]
that, by imposing an upper bound E on the average pho-
ton number that we are allowed to use per mode, the
classical information capacity of this channel [1] can be
achieved, in the limit of large n, by means of codewords
formed by products of coherent inputs whose amplitudes
are sampled from a Gaussian distribution centered in
zero and with variance E. Ultimately this is possible
because when we encode information in the optical co-
herent states of the field, |α〉, they reach the receiver
end of the channel as attenuated versions
∣∣√η α〉, while
keeping their original purity. Since the net action of the
channel on these states is a rescaling of energy by η, we
may take as a reference the received energy without loss
of generality, which is equivalent to setting η = 1 in the
following.
The practical use of the Gaussian code described above
is limited by the difficulty in implementing the optimal
detection scheme that is able to read its codewords effi-
ciently. This motivates the search for alternative ways of
encoding classical messages into the channel which, while
being possibly not as efficient as the Gaussian one, will
guarantee nevertheless better performances with read-
out strategies which are easier to implement. The pro-
posal of Ref. [28] is one of such attempts. As in the
Gaussian case it employs sequences of coherent states as
codewords. At variance with the latter however such se-
quences are selected by extracting elements from a binary
coherent alphabet |±α〉, with amplitude α matching the
average-energy constraint of the channel, i.e. |α|2 = E.
The number of different n-long strings one can generate
this way is equal to 2n (specifically they are the vectors
|±α〉0 ⊗ · · · ⊗ |±α〉n−1 where |·〉j represents the state of
the j-th communication mode). Yet in constructing the
Hadamard code we only select n specific ones of them
by picking those sequences whose signs reproduce the
columns of a Hadamard matrix [30]. For instance for
n = 2 the Hadamard matrix, up to a normalization, is
equal to H2 =
[
+1 +1
+1 −1
]
: therefore from the set of four
possible elements we select |v0(α)〉 = |+α〉0 ⊗ |+α〉1 and|v1(α)〉 = |+α〉0 ⊗ |−α〉1 as first and second codeword of
our Hadamard codebook. For arbitrary n we recall that
a Hadamard matrix of order n = 2i with integer i ≥ 0, is
a n×n matrix Hn of elements ±1 which is orthogonal up
to a scaling factor of
√
n and, for simplicity, symmetric
(a permutation of columns or rows is sufficient to satisfy
this further requirement), i.e., HnH
T
n = H
T
nHn = n1n,
HTn = Hn [30]. Such a matrix can be equivalently defined
in terms of its elements as:
(Hn)j,k = (−1)j·k, j · k =
log2 n∑
t=0
jtkt, (1)
where j · k is the bitwise scalar product of the binary
representations of j, k = 0, · · · , n− 1. Then a Hadamard
code H(n)1 (α) of length n and average energy per mode
E = |α|2 comprises the n codewords
|vk(α)〉 =
n−1⊗
j=0
|(Hn)j,k α〉j , (2)
for all k = 0, · · · , n − 1. As shown in Refs. [28, 29, 31],
this special set of states admits a passive unitary transfor-
mation Uˆ
(n)
had, completely implementable through passive
optical elements as beam splitters and phase shifters, that
transforms the received codewords |vk(α)〉 into equivalent
PPM ones, i.e.,
Uˆ
(n)
had |vk(α)〉 = |wk(α)〉 =
∣∣√n α〉
k
⊗
⊗
j 6=k
|0〉j
 , (3)
characterized by a single high-energy pulse on one of the
n available modes, the vector |0〉j representing the vac-
uum state of the j-th mode (see Appendix A for more
details on Uˆ
(n)
had). Note that the average received energy
per mode E is conserved by the transformation, although
its total amount for n modes is concentrated on a single
pulse of energy E = nE, whose position varies from code-
word to codeword. Accordingly the classical messages
encoded into the elements of H(n)1 (α) can now be recov-
ered by means of a readout strategy capable of detecting
where such concentrated energy lies, e.g. photodetection
or a Dolinar receiver [32–38] aimed to discriminate the
coherent state |√nα〉 from the vacuum |0〉.
As already mentioned in the introduction, a refined
version of the receiver proposed in Ref. [31] employs
an enlarged code, obtained by adding those codewords
|vk(−α)〉 with signs opposite to the ones in |vk(α)〉. More
generally, we define a PSK Hadamard code of order M
by adding M copies of the Hadamard code, characterized
by M equally spaced phases of the amplitude α, i.e. the
set
H(n)M (α) = ∪M−1m=0 H(n)1 (αm) , (4)
where αm = e
i 2piM mα. Such code is the collection of
Mn vectors |vk(αm)〉 with k = 0, · · · , n − 1 and m =
0, · · · ,M−1. Since the property (3) holds for any α ∈ C,
the elements ofH(n)M (α) get transformed by Uˆ (n)had in corre-
sponding phase-shifted PPM codewords, i.e. the vectors
Uˆ
(n)
had |vk(αm)〉 = |wk(αm)〉 . (5)
3As we shall discuss explicitly in Sec. IV, the readout of
the input messages can benefit from this effect, the idea
being to first determine the value of k by checking in
which of the n modes the energy has been concentrated,
and then determine m by using a single-mode detection
scheme to read out the phase of αm.
III. OPTIMAL COMMUNICATION RATES OF
THE PSK HADAMARD CODES
In this section we compute the optimal communication
rate R
(n,M)
opt (E) of a PSK Hadamard code H(n)M (α) of or-
der M and average energy per mode E = |α|2. This is
proportional to the Holevo χ-information [1] of the code
itself. More precisely defining
ρ¯ =
n−1∑
k=0
M−1∑
m=0
|vk(αm)〉〈vk(αm)|
Mn
, (6)
the average state of the code, we are interested into the
quantity
R
(n,M)
opt (E) =
1
n
S(ρ¯)− n−1,M−1∑
k=0,m=0
S(|vk(αm)〉〈vk(αm)|)
Mn

= S(ρ¯)/n , (7)
where S(·) = [(·) log2(·)] is the Von Neumann entropy of
a quantum state [50], and where the division by n takes
into account that we are interested in the amount of infor-
mation which can be transferred per mode. The quantity
R
(n,M)
opt (E) is the maximum rate of bits one can convey
over the channel with the code H(n)M (α) with an optimal
decoding procedure, e.g. [1, 11–13, 26, 27]. To compute
it we find it useful to exploit the unitary mapping (5).
Accordingly the eigenvalues, and hence the entropy, of ρ¯
coincide with those of the density matrix
ρ¯PPM =
n−1∑
k=0
M−1∑
m=0
|wk(αm)〉〈wk(αm)|
Mn
=
1
n
n−1∑
k=0
ρ¯lock ⊗
⊗
j 6=k
|0〉 j 〈0|
 , (8)
with
ρ¯lock =
1
M
M−1∑
m=0
∣∣√nαm〉 k 〈√nαm∣∣ . (9)
By construction the state ρ¯PPM has non-zero sup-
port only on a Mn-dimensional subspace of the whole
Hilbert space, spanned by the linearly independent states
|wk(αm)〉: we compute the entropy of ρ¯PPM by find-
ing its spectrum in this subspace. We proceed in two
steps: first, for all k, we diagonalize ρ¯lock , then we di-
agonalize the resulting multimode superposition, which
turns out to be already partially diagonal. The first step
has already been carried out in Ref. [47], when comput-
ing the Helstrom probability of discriminating the states
{|αm〉,m = 0, · · · ,M−1} (see also Sec. IV). Accordingly
we can write
ρ¯lock =
M−1∑
`=0
λ`(E)
M
|d`〉 k 〈d`| , (10)
where the eigenvectors
|d`〉k =
M−1∑
m=0
e−i
2pi
M `m√
Mλ`(E)
∣∣√nαm〉k , (11)
are obtained by Fourier transform of the original pulses
|√nαm〉k and the eigenvalues
λ`(E) =
M−1∑
h=0
exp
[
−
(
1− ei 2piM h
)
E − i2pi
M
`h
]
(12)
depend on the fixed energy of the states, E = nE in our
case. It is important to note that the eigenvectors |d`〉k
for all allowed ` > 0 share the peculiar property of having
a zero overlap with the vacuum state, i.e.,
k〈0|d`〉k = δ`,0 e−E/2
√
M/λ0(E) . (13)
This is due to the fact that the overlap of any PSK state
with the vacuum depends only on its fixed energy and
not on its specific phase, i.e., 〈0|√nαm〉 = e−E/2. Hence
this overlap factors out of the sum in (11), which then
amounts to a simple discrete Fourier transform of a con-
stant. Replacing Eq. (10) into (8) we can hence write
ρ¯PPM =
M−1∑
`=0
ν`(E)
n−1∑
k=0
|e`k〉〈e`k| , (14)
with ν`(E) = λ`(E)/(Mn) and
∣∣e`k〉 := |d`〉k ⊗
⊗
j 6=k
|0〉j
 . (15)
These new multimode states share the PPM structure of
the |wk(αm)〉 but with different single-mode pulses, one
for each eigenvector of ρ¯lock . Most importantly, thanks to
the property (13) they turn out to be partially orthogo-
nal, i.e.
〈e`k|emh 〉 =
{
〈d`|dm〉k = δ`,m if k = h,
〈d`|0〉k · 〈0|dm〉h = δ`,0δm,0Me−Eλ0(E) if k 6= h.
(16)
It is then advantageous to write ρ¯PMM as the sum of two
operators, ρ¯PPM = ρ¯
(0)
PPM + ρ¯
(+)
PPM , with
ρ¯
(0)
PPM = ν
0(E)
n−1∑
k=0
|e0k〉〈e0k|, (17)
ρ¯
(+)
PPM =
M−1∑
`=1
ν`(E)
n−1∑
k=0
|e`k〉〈e`k| . (18)
4From Eqs. (16-18) we can deduce several facts: (i)
ρ¯
(0)
PPM ρ¯
(+)
PPM = ρ¯
(+)
PPM ρ¯
(0)
PPM = 0, i.e., the two opera-
tors are disjoint; (ii) the set of states
∣∣e`>0k 〉 is an or-
thonormal basis of the space spanned by ρ¯
(+)
PPM , of di-
mension (M − 1)n; (iii) ρ¯(+)PPM is diagonal in this basis,
with eigenvalues ν`>0(E) of multiplicity n each. Accord-
ingly to determine the spectral structure of ρ¯PPM we
have to diagonalize ρ¯
(0)
PPM . This can be carried out by di-
agonalizing the Gram matrix [47] of the codewords
∣∣e0k〉,
whose average state is proportional to ρ¯
(0)
PPM itself. In-
deed define the Gram matrix of a set of codewords as the
n × n hermitian matrix whose entries are the overlaps
between the desired codewords, i.e., (Γ(e))k,h = 〈e0k|e0h〉
in our case. Since such matrix is diagonalizable, there
exist a diagonal matrix D = diag(µ0, · · · , µn−1) and a
unitary matrix V that satisfy D = V Γ(e)V †, with µj
the eigenvalues of Γ(e). Then we can construct a new
set of codewords |fj〉 = 1√µj
∑n−1
k=0(Vj,k)
∗ ∣∣e0k〉 with two
peculiar properties: (i) they form an orthonormal ba-
sis of the space spanned by the
∣∣e0k〉, since 〈fj |fi〉 =
1√
µjµi
∑n−1
k,h=0 Vj,k(Γ
(e))k,h(V
†)h,i = δj,i; (ii) ρ¯
(0)
PPM is di-
agonal in this basis. The latter property can be easily
shown by inverting the definition of the basis states, i.e.,∣∣e0k〉 = ∑n−1j=0 Vj,k√µj |fj〉, and inserting it in (17) to ob-
tain
ρ¯
(0)
PPM = ν
0(E)
n−1∑
k,j,i=0
√
µjµiVj,k(Vi,k)
∗|fj〉〈fi|
= ν0(E)
n−1∑
j=0
µj |fj〉〈fj |. (19)
In Appendix B we report a detailed computation of the
spectral decomposition of Γ(e). For our purpose here, it
is sufficient to say that the Gram matrix is diagonalized
by a unitary V = Hn/
√
n, i.e., by the Hadamard matrix
of order n, defined in Sec. II; moreover the eigenvalues of
Γ(e) are µj(E) = 1 + (nδj,0 − 1)Me−Eλ0(E) . Thus the average
state (17) can be written in diagonal form as
ρ¯
(0)
PPM = ν
0
0(E)|f0〉〈f0|+ ν0+(E)
n−1∑
k=1
|fk〉〈fk|, (20)
with eigenvalues
ν00(E) =
1
Mn
[λ0(E) + (n− 1)Me−E ] , (21)
of multiplicity one and
ν0+(E) =
1
Mn
[λ0(E)−Me−E ] , (22)
of multiplicity n− 1. We are now in the position of com-
puting the optimal rate (7). This is
R
(n,M)
opt (E) = S(ρ¯PPM )/n = −
1
n
[
ν00 (E) log2 ν00 (E) (23)
+(n− 1)ν0+ (E) log2 ν0+ (E) + n
M−1∑
`=1
ν` (E) log2 ν` (E)
]
,
where we recall that E = nE.
The quantity R
(n,M)
opt (E) represents the maximum rate
of bits per mode which one could convey on the chan-
nel by means of the code H(n)M (α) when the receiver of
the messages is capable of performing optimal measure-
ments [1, 11–13, 26, 27]. In Fig. 1 we plot R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E
(i.e. the value of the optimal rate of H(n)M (α) per aver-
age mode-energy) for different values of M and n. As
a comparison we also report the value of the classical
capacity [1–4] of the channel per average mode-energy
C(E)/E, with [49, 51]
C(E) = (E + 1) log2(E + 1)− E log2E , (24)
which represents the ultimate rate of the channel at-
tainable when optimizing also the coding structure, as
discussed in Sec. II We observe that for M > 1, the
quantity R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E considerably increases in the low-
energy regime where it asymptotically saturates the up-
per bound C(E)/E; unfortunately this increase takes
place at lower energy values for larger codewords’ length
n (see Appendix C for details). In the inset we show
the values of R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E, at fixed E = 0.05, for sev-
eral values of the couple (n,M), each represented by a
coloured tile (darker colours represent lower values). In
general, to obtain higher capacities it is clearly conve-
nient to increase M at fixed n and to decrease n at fixed
M (the case M = 1 representing an exception). In par-
ticular for M > 1, R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E seems to remain close
to an optimal value for all n below a critical threshold.
We conclude that optimal values of the rate R
(n,M)
opt (E)
at fixed energy are obtained for large M and small n val-
ues, which motivates us to devise a detection scheme for
this family of codes.
IV. RATE OF THE PSK HADAMARD
RECEIVER
In this section we want to compute the rate of infor-
mation transmitted per mode when reading out the PSK
Hadamard code with the PSK Hadamard receiver. As we
mentioned in Sec. II the ultimate advantage of this code
is the unitary equivalence between low-energy pulses dis-
tributed on several modes by the sender and high-energy
ones concentrated on a single mode by the receiver, i.e.
respectively the |vk(αm)〉 and |wk(αm)〉 states of Eq. (5):
the Hadamard transform is able to concentrate the scat-
tered input energy, for a limited number of codewords.
The receiver takes advantage of this concentration with
5Figure 1. Plot (log-log scale) of the optimal rate R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E
per average mode-energy of the PSK Hadamard code of or-
der M , for codewords of length n = 2, 24 (respectively solid
and dashed lines) and a number of phases M = 1, 4 (respec-
tively brown/dark-grey and orange/light-grey lines) and the
classical capacity per average mode-energy, C(E)/E (black
solid line), as a function of the average mode-energy E. The
quantity R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E quickly increases at low energy values
and for M > 1 it even saturates the value of C(E)/E. For
n > 1 these features appear at lower energy. The inset shows
R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E at E = 0.05, for several values of the couple
(n,M), each represented by a coloured tile. Darker colours
are associated to lower values. The general behaviour on this
plane seems to favour higher M values at fixed n and lower
n values at fixed M , except for M = 1, where the capacity
has its peak at n∗(E) = 23. Also note that for M > 1 and
n . n∗(E) the capacity is approximately constant and equal
to its optimal value at that energy, i.e. the light-coloured
region of the (n,M) plane.
the readout operation, which is a separable technique
repeated on each mode, labeled Vacuum or Pulse (VP)
detection (see Fig. 2). Its purpose is first to determine
whether a pulse is present on that mode then, in case of a
positive answer, to determine which among the possible
states {|√nαm〉 ;m = 0, 1, · · · ,M − 1} is the one that
was selected by the sender. The simplest case M = 2
was proposed and employed in Ref. [31], while here we
discuss its generalization to M > 2.
The VP scheme can be implemented as shown in Fig. 2:
first we split the unknown received state in two lower-
energy copies, by means of a beam splitter of reflectivity
η1 = 1/N (transmissivity θ1 = 1− η1), then we measure
the reflected copy with an on-off photodetector. Assum-
ing no dark counts and perfect efficiency, the detector can
click (“1” in the figure) only if a pulse was present. In
this case, the transmitted copy of the state is employed
for PSK detection, which identifies the phase of the pulse
among the M possible ones. On the other hand if the de-
tector does not click (“0” in the figure) we can not exclude
that the received state is the vacuum. Hence we repeat
the initial procedure on the transmitted copy, sending it
back to the beam splitter, measuring its reflected part on
Figure 2. Schematic depiction of the single-mode VP detec-
tion scheme, which determines whether or not a pulse was
present on the given mode and in case of a positive answer
determines its phase: the input state, |αm〉, m = 0, · · · ,M−1
or the vacuum, is sent through a beam splitter of reflectivity
η1 = 1/N (transmissivity θ1 = 1−η1) and its reflected part is
measured with an ideal on-off photodetector. If the detector
clicks, i.e., “1”, then a pulse must be present and the trans-
mitted part of the state is sent through PSK detection, which
identifies the pulse among the M possible ones. If the detector
does not click instead, i.e., “0”, then the received state could
be the vacuum, so its transmitted part is sent back to the
beam splitter, repeating the same detection procedure with a
rescaled reflectivity, η2 = η1/θ1, so that the fraction of energy
incident on the photodetector is always 1/N . The scheme is
iterated N times, with reflectivity ηp = ηp−1/θp−1 at the p-th
photodetection step, until either a click triggers PSK detec-
tion at some iteration step, identifying the phase of the pulse,
or the entire energy is exhausted, in which case the receiver
guesses that vacuum was sent. The conditional probabilities
of detection in the limit N → ∞, 1 − θ = 1/N , are given by
(27). An upper and lower bound on the PSK probability of
detection are given in the text (see Eq. (30) and Appendix E).
the photodetector and applying the same decision rule.
Note that we employ a beam splitter with rescaled reflec-
tivity η2 = η1/θ1, so that the reflected part of the signal
at this second step still carries a fraction 1/N of the input
energy. We iterate this procedure of splitting the state
and measuring its reflected part N times, until either a
click is registered at some iteration step, triggering PSK
detection on the remaining part of the state and the iden-
tification of a pulse, or the photodetector never clicks, in
which case we guess that the received state was the vac-
uum. By properly rescaling the reflectivity at each step
p as ηp = ηp−1/θp−1, we can assure to always extract and
measure a fraction 1/N of the input energy, so that after
N extractions, i.e., no clicks, the energy is exhausted.
Accordingly the conditional probability of detecting a
state |α`〉 if |αm〉 was sent, P (M)vp (`|m; E , N, θ), is given
by the sum, over all values of the step index p, of the
probability of detecting the first photon at that step and
then switching to PSK detection of the M pulses with
remaining energy θpE . We have:
P (M)vp (`|m; E , N) =
N∑
p=1
e−
E
N p
(
1− e− EN
)
· P (M)psk
(
`|m; E
N
(N − p)
)
, (25)
6where e−
E
N is the conditional probability of register-
ing no click at any photodetection step if a pulse
was present, while P
(M)
psk (`|m; θpE) represents the PSK-
detection probability of guessing |α`〉 if |αm〉 was sent,
after the photodetector clicked at the p-th step; its spe-
cific form will be discussed after computing the rate of
the receiver. If instead the photodetector never clicks,
we guess that the vacuum was present, even though it
may have actually been a pulse, making an error with
probability
P(M)vp (v|m; E , N) = e−E . (26)
Equation (25) can be evaluated as an integral in the limit
of infinite splitting steps, N → ∞, as detailed in Ap-
pendix D. The final result is
P(M)vp-psk (`|m; E) = limN→∞P
(M)
vp (`|m; E , N)
=
∫ 1
e−E
dt P
(M)
psk (`|m; E + ln t).
(27)
Eventually the detection of a whole Hadamard codeword
|wk(αm)〉 is carried out by applying VP to each mode.
With this method a codeword with pulse on mode k can
be misinterpreted only as one of the other M − 1 code-
words living on the same mode, since all other modes
are occupied by the vacuum, which with unit probability
never clicks. The only additional source of error is when
the pulse on the k-th mode does not click, in which case
no codeword can be identified. Accordingly the rate of
the whole receiver is computed in terms of the mutual in-
formation of the classical input/output random variables
induced by the quantum encoding/decoding operations,
respectively: x ∈ X = {(k,m)}n−1,M−1k=0,m=0 , determined by
the index of the mode where the pulse is present, k, and
the phase index of the pulse, m, and y ∈ Y = X∪{Err},
with an additional error outcome associated to the case
where VP does not click on any mode. The input prob-
ability distribution is uniform, PX(x) = 1/(nM), while
the conditional output one is:
PY |X(y|x) =

P(M)vp-psk(v|mx; E) if y = Err,
P(M)vp-psk(my|mx; E) if ky = kx,
0 otherwise.
(28)
The rate of the PSK Hadamard receiver with average
received energy per mode E is then given by:
R
(n,M)
had (E) =
M−1∑
mx,my=0
P(M)vp-psk(my|mx; E)
Mn
· log2
 Mn P(M)vp-psk(my|mx; E)∑M−1
mx′=0
P(M)vp-psk(my|mx; E)
 .
(29)
Let’s now discuss the specific form of P
(M)
psk (`|m; E),
which determines P(M)vp-psk (my|mx; E) and hence the rate
R
(n,M)
had (E). For the case M = 2, it was shown that
Dolinar detection [32–37], based on splitting, conditional
signal nulling and fast feedforward, attains the optimal
success probability (Helstrom bound) [45] of discriminat-
ing the binary coherent states | ± α〉 (see Ref. [37] for
a recent proof-of-principle experimental demonstration
and Ref. [38] for an evaluation of its performance in the
case of imperfect detection). For the general case, i.e.,
M > 2, a variety of schemes has been proposed in the
past [39–44], generalizing that of Dolinar. The large lit-
erature on the subject seems to suggest that this general-
ized Dolinar detection can get close to the PSK Helstrom
bound [46, 47] on the discrimination of M symmetrically-
distributed coherent states of fixed intensity, in particular
surpassing the performance obtained by classical detec-
tion techniques. Nevertheless a proof of this fact like
that of Refs. [32–34] for the two-state Dolinar scheme
still lacks. In order to have a fair comparison with the
M = 2 case and evaluate the best performance of our
receiver, in the following we report both the detection
efficiency one could reach by employing a optimal mea-
surement that saturates the PSK Helstrom probability of
discrimination [47] at the second step,
P
(M)
hel (`|m; E) =
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 1M
M−1∑
j=0
e−i
2pi
M j(`−m)
√
λj(E)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
2
, (30)
with λj(E) defined in (12), and the detection efficiency
one can attain by employing a very naive but realis-
tic generalization of the Dolinar scheme, P
(M)
real (`|m; E),
based on the same splitting method of the VP de-
tector and sequentially nulling one of the hypoteses,
discarding it if a click is registered (see Appendix E
for its detailed form). Hence we have an upper and
lower bound for the PSK probability of discrimina-
tion, i.e., P
(M)
hel (`|m; E) ≥ P (M)psk (`|m; E) ≥ P (M)real (`|m; E);
when substituting these bounds in (27), we obtain two
new expressions for the conditional probability of detec-
tion, P(M)vp-hel(`|m; E) =
∫ 1
e−E dt P
(M)
hel (`|m; E + ln t) and
P(M)vp-real(`|m; E) =
∫ 1
e−E dt P
(M)
real (`|m; E + ln t), which,
through equation (29), provide a correspondent upper
and lower bound for the rate of the Hadamard receiver,
i.e., R
(n,M)
hel (E) ≥ R(n,M)had (E) ≥ R(n,M)real (E), with
R
(n,M)
hel (E) =
M−1∑
mx,my=0
P(M)vp-hel(my|mx; E)
Mn
· log2
 Mn P(M)vp-hel(my|mx; E)∑M−1
mx′=0
P(M)vp-hel(my|mx; E)
 ,
(31)
and R
(n,M)
real (E) explicitly given in Appendix E for M =
3, 4. In particular the upper bound is saturated in the
case M = 2, while for M > 2 there are optimized schemes
which get close to it at low energy (see Ref. [44] for a de-
tailed description).
7Figure 3. Plot (log-log scale) of the upper-bound of the
Hadamard rate per average mode-energy, R
(n,M)
hel (E)/E, for
M = 3 phases and codewords of length n = 2i, i =
3, 4, 6, 8, 10 (solid lines with colours from purple/dark grey
to light brown/light grey), the corresponding optimal rate
per average mode-energy, R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E, for the same values
of n,M (dashed lines with colours from purple/dark grey to
light brown/light grey), the Separable rate per average mode-
energy, R
(M)
Sep (E)/E, for the same number of phases M = 3
(black dashed line) and the classical capacity of the chan-
nel, C(E)/E (black solid line), as a function of the average
mode-energy E. Observe that the Hadamard rates rise over
their separable counterpart at low energy, only to level off at
a plateau later on; this effect is shifted towards lower ener-
gies and higher plateau values for larger codewords’ length n.
Note also that, for any n, the Hadamard rate attains its op-
timal value R
(n,M)
opt (E) at high energy, but detaches towards
the plateau when the latter attains the classical capacity of
the channel.
It is important to have a separable communication
scheme to compare with, based on the same constella-
tion of single-mode states. It seems reasonable to send
one of the M symmetric coherent states on each mode
and read them out with generalized Dolinar detection.
We call the latter a PSK Separable receiver and its rate
is:
R(M)sep (E) =
M−1∑
mx,my=0
P
(M)
hel (my|mx;E)
M
· log2
 M P (M)hel (my|mx;E)∑M−1
mx′=0
P
(M)
hel (my|mx;E)
 . (32)
In Fig. 3 we show the Hadamard rate, with Helstrom
PSK detection, per average mode-energy as a function of
the average mode-energy, R
(n,M)
hel (E)/E vs. E, for M = 3
phases and several values of the codewords’ length n,
along with R
(M)
sep (E)/E and R
(n,M)
opt (E)/E, also forM = 3
and the same n values, and C(E)/E. We observe that all
Hadamard rates, for any value of n, surpass the Separa-
ble rate below a certain low-energy threshold, E∗(n) < 1,
then leveling off at a plateau for smaller energy. As n
Figure 4. Plot (log-linear scale) of ∆R
(N ,M)
hel (E)
(orange/light-grey solid line) and ∆R
(N ,M)
real (E) (orange/light-
grey dashed line) as a function of the average energy per mode
E for M = 3 and, in the inset, M = 4. The shaded region
between the two curves represents all rate values achievable
by Hadamard coding and VP detection. The black dashed
line of constant value 0 represents the reference quantity
R(N ,2)hel (E) ≡ R(N ,2)had (E). Observe that the Hadamard rate
with M = 3, 4 phases beat both the that with M = 2 phases
in an interval of energy E ∼ [4 · 10−3, 10−1], with a gain of
up to 6% over the rate at M = 2. Hence the design of better
PSK detection techniques, achieving the Helstrom bound for
PSK states would provide access to the best communication
rates so far in the low-energy regime.
increases, this energy threshold E∗(n) lowers, while the
plateau value grows. Moreover the Hadamard rate at-
tains its optimal value at high energy E > E∗(n), but
detaches from it and from the classical capacity of the
channel when leveling off at the low-energy plateau. Still
note that, if we take the envelope of R
(n,M)
hel (E) for fixed
M and all allowed values of n in a given interval N , i.e.,
R
(N ,M)
hel (E) = maxn∈N
R
(n,M)
hel (E) , (33)
we are able to get closer to C(E) as the energy decreases.
Eventually we want to compare the performance of
Hadamard rates for M > 2 with that for the case M = 2,
discussed in Ref. [31]. In Fig. 4 we show the difference
between the upper-bound Hadamard envelopes (33) for
M = 3, 4 and that for M = 2, relative to the latter, i.e.,
∆R
(N ,M)
hel (E) =
[
R
(N ,M)
hel (E)−R(N ,2)hel (E)
]
/R
(N ,2)
hel (E),
with N = {2i, i = 1, · · · , 10}. The same quantity is
plotted also for the lower bound of the Hadamard rate,
discussed in Appendix E, i.e., ∆R
(N ,M)
real (E), so that the
shaded region between the two curves represents all rates
achievable by the Hadamard code with VP detection. We
observe an advantage of the schemes with a higher num-
ber of phases in the energy region E ∈ [4·10−3, 10−1]. For
higher energy values the Separable technique becomes su-
perior, since the classical capacity allows for more code-
8Figure 5. Plot (log-linear scale) of the same rates of Fig. 4 and
of those achievable by the Helstrom-Hadamard receiver with
a finite number of splitting steps N = 10, 30, 100 (respectively
from purple/dark-grey to yellow/light-grey solid lines), based
on (25). For both numbers of phases M = 3, 4, already 30
splitting steps (red/middle lines) achieve a rate close to the
one obtained in the infinite-N limit (orange/light-grey solid
curve).
words to be used, while for lower energy the Hadamard
rate for M = 2 performs better, since distinguishabil-
ity of the signals becomes crucial. We conclude that the
practical Hadamard receiver with more than two phases
has relevant rate, with a gain of up to 6% with respect to
previous proposals, in a crossover intensity region where
separable techniques start performing worse than joint
ones. In Fig. 5 we show the same plots with the addi-
tion of three curves, corresponding to the maximum rate
achievable by the Hadamard receiver with a finite num-
ber of splitting steps N = 10, 30, 100, i.e., employing the
conditional probability (25) instead of (27). It can be
seen that a reasonable approximation of the infinite-N
limit is obtained already for N = 30, independently of
the number of phases M = 3, 4.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have shown that the Hadamard receiver can reach
higher rates than previously thought, by adding up to
four phases to the coherent pulses and performing gen-
eralized Dolinar detection. Moreover the optimal rate of
the Hadamard code attains the classical-quantum capac-
ity of the channel faster when increasing the number of
phases. This suggests that Hadamard coding is a good
block-coding technique at low energy, indeed the best
known so far, but its rate is still affected by a huge de-
tection gap. Nevertheless the receiver seems structured
to maximize the recovery of information, gathering it on
one mode, then reading it out with Helstrom-optimal
success probability. We conclude that better low-energy,
joint-detection receivers may be designed in the future by
uniting the crucial ingredient of the Hadamard one, i.e.,
sending few information per mode, few codewords per
number of modes, as allowed by the classical-quantum
capacity at those energies, with more refined multi-mode
detection techniques.
Appendix A: Determining Uˆ
(n)
had
It is easy to show that the operator Uˆ
(n)
had has
symplectic representation Hn/
√
n. Indeed consider
the gaussian n-mode complex displacement operator,
Dˆ (α) = exp
[
aˆ† · α− h.c.
]
, where aˆ = (aˆ0, · · · , aˆn−1)T
is the column vector of bosonic annihilation opera-
tors for each mode, a† its conjugate transpose and
α = (α(0), · · · , α(n−1))T the corresponding vector of
complex mean values. We can then express any re-
ceived state as |vk(α)〉 = Dˆ (α hk) |0〉⊗n, with hk =(
(Hn)1,k , · · · , (Hn)n−1,k
)T
and when applying the pas-
sive unitary we have:
Uˆ
(n)
had|vk(α)〉 = Dˆ
(
α√
n
Hnhk
)
|0〉⊗n
= Dˆ
(√
nα(0, · · · , 0, 1(k), 0, · · · , 0)
) |0〉⊗n (A1)
= |wk(α)〉 ,
where the second equality follows from the orthogonality
property of Hn.
Appendix B: Spectral decomposition of Γ(e)
Here we show that the Gram matrix Γ(e) of the code-
words
∣∣e0k〉, k = 0, · · · , n−1, is diagonalized by a unitary
V = Hn/
√
n, proportional to the Hadamard matrix of
order n (see Sec. II) and compute its eigenvalues. Con-
sider the matrix product
1
n (HnΓ
(e)Hn)`,k =
1
n
n−1∑
i,j=0
(Hn)`,i (Γ
(e))i,j (Hn)j,k
= δ`k +
Me−E
nλ0(E)
∑
i,j 6=i
(−1)`·i+k·j , (B1)
where we have applied the definition (1) of Hn and em-
ployed the fact that the off-diagonal terms of Γ(e) are
all equal, as implied by (16). The last term in the lat-
ter equation can be simplified further, by computing the
sum
n−1∑
j=0
(−1)k·j =
log2 n∏
t=1
∑
jt=0,1
(−1)ktjt
=
log2 n∏
t=1
(2δkt,0) = nδk,0.
(B2)
9We have then:∑
i,j 6=i
(−1)`·i+k·j =
n−1∑
i=0
(−1)`·i (nδk,0 − (−1)k·i)
= n2δ`,0δk,0 −
log2 n∏
t=1
(2δ`t+kt,0)
= n2δ`,0δk,0 − nδ`,k,
(B3)
where in the last equality we have used the fact that the
binary sum `t + kt can be zero also if both bits are equal
to one, so that δ`t+kt,0 = δ`t,kt . Inserting this expression
in Eq. (B1) we obtain:
1
n
(HnΓ
(e)Hn)`,k = δ`,k
(
1 + (nδ`,0 − 1)Me
−E
λ0(E)
)
, (B4)
confirming that V = Hn/
√
n diagonalizes Γ(e), with
eigenvalues µ`(E) = 1 + (nδ`,0 − 1)Me−Eλ0(E) .
Appendix C: Analytical approximation of the
optimal Hadamard rate for low energy
Here we show that the optimal Hadamard rate
R
(n,M)
opt (E) of Eq. (23) attains the classical capacity (24)
of the channel for low energy, for any codewords’ length
n and for any M > 1. In order to show this we take the
low-energy expansion E  1 up to first order. First we
notice that the coefficients (12) give
λ` (E) '
M−1∑
h=0
(
1−
(
1− ei 2piM h
)
E
)
e−i
2pi
M `h
= (1− E)Mδ`,0 + EMδ`,1.
(C1)
Hence the eigenvalues of ρ¯
(+)
PPM , Eq. (18), and ρ¯
(0)
PPM ,
Eq. (20), yield respectively:
ν`>0(E) ' δ`,1E/n , (C2)
ν00 (E) '
(1− E)M + (n− 1)M(1− E)
Mn
= 1− E , (C3)
ν0+(E) '
(1− E)M −M(1− E)
Mn
= 0. (C4)
Inserting the previous expressions in (23) we then obtain:
R
(n,M)
opt (E) ' −
(1− E) log2(1− E) + E log2(En )
n
' E − E log2E.
(C5)
which coincides with the expansion of the classical capac-
ity (24), meaning that the two quantities are the same at
sufficiently low energy E  1, i.e., E  1/n. Also note
that for M = 1 there is no contribution from the eigenval-
ues ν`>0, so that the second term in (C5) is missing. This
explains why for this value, R
(n,M)
opt (E) does not saturate
the bound C(E) even at high values of n.
Appendix D: Computation of the VP conditional
detection probability
Here we show that the VP conditional probability of
detection, Eq. (25), can be written as an integral in the
limit N → ∞. It is sufficient to define the variable
xp = pE/N ∈ [E/N, E ], whose increment is ∆x = E/N ,
infinitesimal in the large-N limit. Hence the conditional
probability (25) can be written at the first order in ∆x
as
P
(M)
vp (`|m; E , N) '
N∑
p=1
e−xp∆x P (M)psk (`|m; E − xp)
−→
N→∞
∫ E
0
dxe−xP (M)psk (`|m; E − x) , (D1)
which gives Eq. (27) after a change of variable t = e−x.
Appendix E: Computation of the realistic PSK
detection probability and of the corresponding
Hadamard rate
As discussed in Sec. IV, it is not known if a detec-
tion technique like that of Dolinar achieves the Helstrom-
optimal probability of discrimination between M > 2
coherent states. Hence here we compute the detection
probability of PSK signals employing a naive yet realistic
detection scheme. Better detection schemes can be de-
veloped by refining this one, as discussed in Ref. [44]. We
employ a device similar to that of Fig. 2, where the re-
flected part of the state after the beam-splitter is subject
to a displacement of −α0 before photodetection. In this
way we perfectly null the state |α0〉, if it was present, and
can exclude its presence, if a click is registered. When
this happens we proceed with the PSK detection of M−1
signals. For M = 3 in particular, this second step will be
ordinary Dolinar detection, which is Helstrom-optimal,
while for a higher number of pulse phases M , this pro-
cedure will establish a hierarchy of subsequent realistic
PSK detections, excluding one state at each stage, all the
way down to M = 2 remaining states. Accordingly for
M = 3 and in the limit of infinite splitting steps N →∞,
the conditional probability of guessing state |α`〉 if |αm〉
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was sent, P
(M)
real (`|m; E), is:
P
(3)
real(0|0; E) = 1, P (3)real(1|0; E) = 0, (E1)
P
(3)
real(0|1; E) = |〈0|α1 − α0〉|2 = e−3E , (E2)
P
(3)
real(1|1; E) =
∫ |α1−α0|2
0
dx e−x
· P (2)hel
(
1|1; |α1 − α2|
2 − x
2
)
=
∫ 1
e−3E
dy P
(2)
hel
(
1|1; 3E + ln y
2
)
,
(E3)
P
(3)
real(2|1; E) =
∫ 1
e−3E
dy P
(2)
hel
(
2|1; 3E + ln y
2
)
= 1− P (3)real(0|1; E)− P (3)real(1|1; E),
(E4)
where the integrals have been obtained by means of
the same method of Appendix D, with the rescaling
x→ x·|α1 − α0|2 /E , which takes into account the energy
of the states after the nulling displacement. Given the
symmetry of the states, the remaining conditional prob-
abilities can be obtained by switching 1 ↔ 2 in the pre-
vious equations. After substituting the previous expres-
sions in Eq. (27) we obtain the VP conditional probabil-
ity of detection when this realistic PSK detection scheme
is employed. Eventually the Hadamard rate for M = 3
can be computed along the same lines of Sec. IV and is
equal to
R
(n,3)
real (E) = h
[
1− e−3E
3n
]
+ 2h
[
2− 3e−E + e−3E
6n
]
−1
3
h
[
1− e−E]− 2
3
{
h
[
e−E − e−3E
2
]
+ h
[
P(3)vp-real(1|1; E)
]
+h
[
2− 3e−E + e−3E
2
− P(3)vp-real(1|1; E)
]}
, (E5)
where h[P ] = −P log2 P , P ∈ [0, 1], is the entropy of a
single probability value and, following Eq. (27), we have
defined the conditional probability of correctly identify-
ing the state |α1〉 with VP and realistic PSK detection
for M = 3 as P(3)vp-real(1|1; E) =
∫ 1
e−E dt P
(3)
real(1|1; E+ln t).
Similarly, for M = 4 we have a two-stage hierarchy of
realistic PSK detection where we first null the state |α0〉.
If a click is registered, we are left with three states to
discriminate and can resort to the case previously stud-
ied, though with a different symmetry between the states.
In this case, we null the state |α2〉, which is equidistant
from the other two remaining ones. Hence the conditional
probability of realistic PSK detection reads out:
P
(4)
real(0|0; E)= 1, P (4)real(1, 2, 3|0; E) = 0, (E6)
P
(4)
real(0|2; E)= |〈0|α2 − α0〉|2 = e−4E , (E7)
P
(4)
real(0|1; E)= e−2E , P (4)real(1|2; E) = 0, (E8)
P
(4)
real(2|2; E)=
∫ |α2−α0|2
0
dx e−x · 1 = 1− e−4E , (E9)
P
(4)
real(2|1; E)=
∫ |α1−α0|2
0
dx e−xe−(|α1−α2|
2−x)
=
∫ 1
e−2E
dt e−(2E+ln t) = e−2E2E , (E10)
P
(4)
real(1|1; E)=
∫ |α1−α0|2
0
dx e−x
·
∫ (|α1−α2|2−x)
0
dx′ e−x
′
(E11)
·P (2)hel
(
1|1; (|α1 − α3|
2 − x− x′)
2
)
=
∫ 1
e−2E
dt
∫ 1
e−(2E+ln t)
dt′P (2)hel (1|1; 2E + ln(tt′)) ,
P
(4)
real(3|1; E)= 1− P (4)real(0|1; E)− P (4)real(2|1; E)
−P (4)real(1|1; E). (E12)
As before, for symmetry reasons, the remaining condi-
tional probabilities can be obtained by switching the in-
dexes 1 ↔ 3. Eventually the Hadamard rate for M = 4
is given by
R
(4)
real(E)= h
[
3 + 4e−E − 6e−2E − e−4E
12n
]
+
+h
[
3 + 8e−E − 12e−2E + e−4E
12n
]
+2h
[
1− 4e−E + (3 + 2E)e−2E
4n
]
− 1
4n
{
h
[
1− e−2E]+ h [e−E − e−4E
3
]
(E13)
+h
[
3− 4e−E + e−4E
3
]}
− 1
2n
{
h
[
e−E − e−2E]
+h
[
2(e−E − (1 + E)e−2E)]+ h [P(4)vp−real(1|1; E)]
+h
[
1− 4e−E + (3 + 2E)e−2E − P(4)vp−real(1|1; E)
]}
,
where we have defined the conditional probability of
correctly identifying the state |α1〉 with VP and real-
istic PSK detection for M = 4 as P(4)vp-real(1|1; E) =∫ 1
e−E dz P
(4)
real(1|1; E + ln z).
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